Due Date Changer Overview

The Due Date Changer is a tool that allows users to change the dates that graded assignments, quizzes and discussions are due, available from and available to in bulk. Users can change as many of the dates as they want and can also change the show answers/hide answers dates for quizzes. Once the dates have been changed make sure to hit submit at the bottom of the page.

There is one issue that is currently being worked on by the developer, where if there is an error in the due date/ availability date of an item the error message does not specifically show what item has the error.

Due date and available date are in error where as the available date ends before the item it due.

The error message shows the following: nt specifically showing just the item with the error. And the ID number is not specific to the item with the error. However, all the dates revert to what they were before the change once the error screen is closed.